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G· en de r S t e re o t y p es l n
BY GEETA KATARIA

There are gender stereotypes in
the media, to the extent ofwhich we,
the general readership, are not fully
aware of. Newspapers arrive
regularly at millions of American
homes. Unlike the electronic media
whose i mages are lost when
receivers are- turned off, printed
media r-emains arouod homes to be
picked up-by more than one reader
and by the same reader more than
Moment for moment
once.
newspapers may not grip attention
as television does, but print media
has long-term effects on readers.
An advertisement. in the New
York Times, between February 27,
1994 and March 1, 1994, concerning
clothing and cosmetics, grabbed my

attention. Some of the phrases it
used echoed typical and traditional
"feminine" terminology, such as "fit
for a princess". Some ·phrases were
geared towards 'modem' women's
concepts. For example, "private
blend of. .." (concept ofindividuality),
"O.K., so you are a control
freak..."(super woman myth), "well
suited to the season" (flexible, ever
changing), "getting it all together
was never so easy" (fast-paced life
style of a woman). The word
"modem" was used· in combination
with "attitudes"," classic", "unique
for you", "modem means 'defining
style'", "change your entire look.",
these phrases define the form of
stereotypes to which I am referring.

Advertisements targeted for
male consumers also made use of
traditional stereotypical phrases
such as, "face the wind in rugged
casuals from Polo by Ralph Lauren;"
"The fragrance created for men who
admire the direct approach from
Polo Sport by Ralph Lauren." An
advertisement on Holrand America
Lines said, "How far can you go with
Alamo?''and itshowedaphotograph
of a smiling, masculine white male
with his Alamo car and two beautiful
blonds drooling over -him. "At the
Maui Marriot, your advances are
worth. twice as much" and the
photograph shows a male making a
pass at a female. Typical machismo
scenario, huh?
Being a business majof., I am
quite aware of the marketers' need

to target a population according to,
what they think would apgeal (to
that population). But,: while
examining the media for ster.eotypes
in gender, the answer seem_s to be
affirmative.
Don't be fooled into believing
that all advertisements fall un<;l.er
this basic trend. Some' common
examples of what I like to refer to as
"neutral" are: realestate advertising
(sales and training), The Executive
Life section of the New York Sunday
Times (Feb.27, 1994), and the
advertisement for investment
companies such as Dreyfus, the
Vanguard Group, and Fidelity
Investments.
Now, it might be true that an

overwhelming majority of professors
are male, and that female students
excel in certain areas of study, but
does that really explain the
observation th'at in advertisements
for college degree programs women
were predominantly shown as
students and men as professors?
Advertisements show men in
recreational roles (golfing, fishing,
travelling, vacationing on an island,
skiing, surfing, etc.) and women in
decorative roles. Women were
shown in more passive activities
such as eating, drinking, listening,
wa1ching or simply posing for the
photograph. Most women were
depicted as being'sexy' and alluring.
In general, there was little difference
between the percentage of wom·en
and men in family roles. Women
appeared,in photographs when they

were wives of famous men or
socialites/celebrities. Fewer than
10% of women were portrayed in
non-traditional roles. In all _10
samples of newspapers, I found only
three photographs showing women
as pol ice officers. Talk abo.ut
underrepresentation! It seems like
back where the ads are made, small
wars occur daily; but, unfortunately,
women aren't winning any of them.
Men are shown in executive
positions. For example, Radison
Hotels International, Radison
Business Class commercial showed
an exhausted but smiling male
executive relaxing with a loose tie.
Newspaper listings ofradio talk

"... wh·z
ie
• •

examining

the media
for·
stereotypes
in gender,
the
answer
seems to
be
affinnaJii:e. ''
show had a good representation of
both genders. For example, "On
The Media: Issues Of Freelance
Writing" there were three male
(Continued on page 4)
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The Mishkin Art Gallery. ..

135 East 22nd Street, Lobby

Bookstore. . .

360 Park Ave. South (PAS), basement.
Phone: 212-889-4327
Cafeteria. . .

26thStreet Building and Park Ave. South (PAS), 5th Floor, 212/4473133.
Career Services . ..
Part-time and full-time job listings, information on Intern programs,
help with resume writing, and career fairs. Dr. Richard �f>dY,
Director, 360 PAS, Room 1321, 212/447-3410. O�n Wed. evenings
till 6:00 pm and afternoons on weekdays.
Career Placement. . .
17 Lexington Ave., Room 1504, 312-387-1370.
Computer Lab...

155 E. 24th �t., 3rd floor. Must present Baruch ID and 3 1/2 "or 5 1/
4 disk. You may purchase diskettes at the lab.
Clubs (Evening) . ..
Contact Evening Student Activities Director, Dr. Mark Spergel, for
club schedules: 26th St.,Room 527, 212-447-3131.
Baruch African Student Senate CB.A.S.S,)-is responsible for the
political, economic and educational upliftment, empowerment and
unification of students of African descent on <::ampus ..
BL.A.C.K. - Black Leadership through Action Collectiveness and
Knowledge-represent students with an interest in maintaining and
understanding African and African-american culture as well as
current issues affecting that culture.
Evening Session Student Association CESSAJ - the evening
session student government. 26th St. Bldg., Room 509, 212-4473138.
Toastmasters - Develop your speaking abilities. A very important
skill to have. Meets approximately every other Fri.,6:00 pm,26thSt.,
5th Floor.
Sigma Alpha. Delta Chapter - evening honor society. Meets
approximately every other Fri., 6:00 pm, 22nd St. Student Center.
Disabled Student Services. ..
360 PAS, Room 1721, 212-447-3515.
Evening and Graduate Student Services...

Call or stop in for information on evening clubs, activities, or just to
talk. Dr. MarkSpergel, director andSusan White, secretary. 46 East
26th St., Room 527, 212-447-3131.
Financial Planning...

46 E. 26th St., Brian Zheng, Financial Advisor, will discuss financial
strategies with college students one-on-one! Contact Evening and
Graduate Student Services for an appointment --- 212-447-3131.
*This is not a credit counseling �ervice.
Legal Services...

-46 E. 26th St.,Room 523, Thursdays from 5:30-7:30 pm. For more
information, contact the ESSA at 212-447-3138.

Ill

-46E. 26thSt.,One evening per week, 7:45-!0:00 pm..---Consultation
& Advice oi;i. all legal matters --- We Now Offer !_,aw Tutoring by
MichaelSaD;tana,Esq. Walk�in-service also available.ContactEvening
and Graduate Student Services for an appointment --- 212-447-3131.
Tutoring...

Accounting -.Statistics -OPR - Finance - Writing -Economics - Math
- Law. By appointment only - free of charge. Monday through
Thursday,5:00- 9:00pmandSatwday,11:0Q- 4:00pm.StopbyRoom
525 to make, an appointment or contact Evening and Graduate
Student Services at 212-447-3131.
Llbi;-ary.., ... . - �

. , .. .., ..

24th St. building, take elevator at 25th St. side to 6th & 7th Floors.
For Library hours ca1i 212-447-3900.
Math Tutoring Labs. ..
111E.18thSt.,Room1304, 212-387-1607. Openduringdaysessions.
Call for schedule of evening hours.
Medical Office. ..
17 Lexington Ave., Room 308.
Skills Assessment Testing. ..
155 E. 24th St., Room 502, Helena McIntosh, 212-447-3945
Student Center - Club Rooms. ..
137E. 22ndStreet, 212/387-1170. Club rooms, a student lounge. Can
get free passes to museums - ask at reception desk.
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· CUNY Briefs
March is Voter Registration
Month at CUNY
"Speaking our Mind, CUNYVotes!"
· s the message to tens of thousands of
UNY students toregistertovote during
arch, Voter Registration Month at
e City University ofNew York. All 21
UNY campuses will sponsor nonartisan activities to encourage students
and all members of the University
community to register to vote, so they
ay participate in both the Primary
d General Elections in 1994.
CUNY Project Vote, the largest
student voter registration drive in the
country, is a system-wide effort to sign
p new voters. For the first time,
citizenship and naturalization
orkshops will be held simultaneously
· th voter registration to assist eligible
students in becoming citizens. The voter
egistration program is being conducted
'th the support and leadership of
college coordinators, the· University
tudent and Faculty Senates, the
ofessional Staff Congress and othe�
student and civic groups.
Many campuses will combine
omen's History Month events with
oter Registration activities. More than

60 percent of CUNY students are
Kicking off the month-long voter
egi�tration effort will be a special
event honoring Robert M. Johnson,
President and Chief Executive Officer
of New York Newsday and Leonard
·ggio, ChiefExecutive Officer ofBarnes
and Noble, Inc., for their generous
support of, and assistance to, the CUNY
oter Registration Program.

"As a public university, we have a
special obligation to encourage civic
interest and involvement in the
electoral process," said CUNY
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds. ''The
foundation of citizen empowerment
and enfranchisement is.participation
in the electoral process. The success of
this voter registration drive is due, in
large part, to the strong support and
cooperation of our college presidents,
student
and
governments
organizations, and other members of
the college communities."
A new CUNY citizenship training
video, produced by CUNY-TV, has
been distributed to all campus voter
registration coordinators. It features
Anthony Giordano, Chairman of the
UniversityStudentSenate, who offers
a student perspective, and Allan
Wernick; an Associate Professor of
Political Science and Public
Administration at Hostos Community
<;allege, CUNY. Professor Wernick,
who is also an attorney and a member
oftheAmericari Immigration Lawyers
Association, discusses the benefits of
U.S. citizenship and how to apply and
prepare for it. Sandra Schaefer,
Director of Community Relations for
CUNY, is the moderator.
CUNY Project Vote originated in
1987 with the University Student
Senate, which represents students at
CUNY's 21 campuses, and was
approved by CUNY's Board of
Trustees. It now serves as a model for
other colleges and universities.

CUNY Enrollment Continues
to Increase
Over 9% More New Freshmen Enroll
For Spring Semester

Following a trend of steadily rising enrollment at The City
Univ:ersity of New York, 9.4 percent more new freshmen - a total of
12,633-enrolled this Spring than for Spring 1993. Transfer students
increased by 10.9 percent (9,377). Continuing another trend,
undergrad_uate full-time enrollment at CUNY is up by 4. 4 percent.
These numbers demonstrate that New Yorkers recognize the
importance and value of the excellent college education they can
receive at The City University of New York," said Chancellor W. Ann
Reynolds.
The Univ.ersity's ten senior colleges witnessed a dramatic 20.7
perc�nt gain in first-time freshmen over the last Spring semester, as
well as an increase of 16.8 percent in adv�rnced standing transfers.
Baruch College reported the largest percentage gain in freshmen
enrollment, 75.5 percent, while Hunter College reported a. 53.7
percent increase. Transfer i,idmissjons rose most rapidly - by 44.5
percent - at The College of Staten Island, which moved to its new
Willowbrook campus this year.

Join The Reporter
212
447-3135

AMERICAN DRUG
ARRESTS ABROAD
In 1993, over 2,500 American citizens were
arrested abroad. Almost 1,000 of those arrested
were held on charges of using or possessing
drugs.
We know that many college students plan to
travel abroad during their spring and summer
breaks. Maybe you have been planning your trip
all year. Perhaps you have begun buying and
packing necessary items like a toothbrush,
sunscreen and sunglasses. We hope you will
think twice before packing something that will
not only destroy your trip, but could easily ruin
your life. The global war on drugs is heating up
and there are increased efforts by many countries
to stop the flow of illegal narcotics. If you think
there is no real danger in buying or carrying just
a "small" amount of drugs on your overseas trip,
you might be in for a very unpleasant surprise.
Americans have been arrested for possessing as
little as a third of an ounce of marijuana.
You might assume that, as an American

citizen, youare immune from prosecution under
foreign laws and that the U.S. Constitution
followsyouwhereveryougo. Unlike the United
States, few countries believe "you are innocent
until proven guilty."Thetruth is thatAmericans
suspected of drug violations can face severe
penalties, even the death penalty, in some
foreign countries. It is not uncommon to spend
months or even years in pretrial detention,
only to be sentenced to a lengthy prison stay
without parole.
Once you leave U.S. soil, U.S. laws and
constitutional rights no longer apply. U.S.
consular officers can visit jailed Americans to
see that they are being fairly and humanely
treated, but cannot get them out of jail nor
intervene in a foreign country's legal system on
their behalf.
You should be particularly wary of persons
who ask you to carry a, package or drive a car
across a border. Once that package or anything

in the car is in your possession, you become
responsible for it.. You will be blamed for it, no
matter who has put it there. You might unknowingly
become a narcotics trafficker. To local authorities,
ignorance is not an excuse. You will have to pay the
fine and may even spend time in jail for a crime that
you did not know you committed.
Ifformed1cal reasons you must take medication
or other prescriptions containing narcotics, carry a
doctor's certificate attesting to that fact and keep all
medications in original and labeled containers.
Getting im1olved with drugs overseas can do
more than spoil your vacation, it can destroy your
life.
For further information contact:
Bureau of Consular Affairs,
Public Affairs Staff
(202) 647-1488
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Stereotypes In Media
(Continued from page 1)

speakers and two female speakers.
Looking at sections of the creditable and credible glimpses of
toherpubliclychangingrole. Acclaim
Top_"cs for certain radio talk shows newspaper, I found even higher_ 'today's woman'. For example., of the traditional role remains
wJfe"devoted solely to 'successful' percentages ofmenon thefrontpage "Chosen few women find place� in
dominant i� the face of--cu�ent
wdfuen like Sonya Friedman, host (95%),the i�side news section (86%), T.V. sports casting", or "Housework competing claims.
of CNN's "Sonya Live"; Karen thebusinesssection(80%),thesports -se�ate, too;but old boys_don't like
Diff�r.e nce. s in ,the, sexi$t
Bouris, author of'The First Time" section(96%),entertainmentsection girls in the club" or "Women on the language used in advertisements,
in which women speak out about (68%)andthelife-stylesection(50%); verge of Manhattan", "The most portray�ls of cartoon characters,
losing their virginity; Mary Beedle, while women were shown as wives driven women of earth" - Susan photographs, etc. - differences
creator of"Dream On" a board game; (18%), socialites/celebrities (42%), Butcher, such coverage gives consistent ·enough to suggest that
and Clauide Benri, director of the professionals (35%), entertainers women their just recognition.
gender does affect stereotypes in the
film "Germinal". The media is (23%), and as subjects of human
The sports section was by and media.
definitely aware of the changing of interest (11%).
about men (about 96%) (mainly 4%
Looking at all this data makes
gender roles.
Traditional columns of advice, coverage of athlete women came you think "why is this so?" That's
There was a concentration on marital news, ang clubs are less from the Winter Olympics). Sports
toughtodetermine. Theconstitution
two trends. One trend examined likely to be found in the redesigned psychology, like psychology in
doesn't,inanyclause,saythatwomen
which newspapers were dominated women's section t han in the
general, suffei:s fr�n:i intellectual cannot acquire higher education,
by ·the male point of view and the traditional sections. For example, sexism and rra
i le bias. Despite the becomebusiness-whizzes,runforthe
other examined what is happening the second part of New York raJ>id growth and succ�ss offemale US presidency. The forces of sodety
in the "Women's Section."
'Newsday',traditionallythewomen's athletes,
woman
remain not only co�stitute legaf forces but
Newspaper are written section, contains the following underrepresented in media reports.
also culturai ones. What works and
primarilybyand aboutmen.Eighty features: Ann Lande;s (advice), Although, stories that ·exclusively what.does not an entirely different
percent of the stories were reported Comics, Crossword, Cryptoquote, focus on men;s sp9rts outnumber s�ry fr�m ;hat should. a�d what
by men even the percentage of male Dear Abby (advice) Entertainment those on women's sports, women
shouldn't. Moreover, 'the general
obituaries was higher (60%).
picture is not bad enough to make
(general), Horoscope, Kidsday, are becoming a force in sports.
Most photographs showed men Radio, Television, Books, Fitness Sports is a human behavior to be
women start singing the blu�s (or
(about70%). The front page article File, etc. Occasionally, one will find appreciated,
enjoyed
and rather make 'oth_ers' sing it).
writers were men (96%). Most inserts thatare"not-so- traditional" · participated by males and feipales
Society, as.always, is changing,
article coverage was by male like Chess, S ingle's File alike. That r�alization is 1or{g and will continue to do so, hopefully.
journalists, especial)y in hard-core ("Questio�i_n&" _ -�o ne's,,_ �Sexuat.,.....,, gver��e., ''"'"• i,, ��" �;. .. ·-· ,,;·•� ��-�thougli�Q,ts e"¥erc,!:\_afi'ging process
areas likernedidhe, law·and politics, ,' ldentity"),etc. Howe�er, rriostoftlie
One may impute that the · doesn't.occur_overnight,there is still
real estate and business. Female leftover space was given to function of female themes in
a long way to go, for the men and
journalists covered areas that were entertainment content.
newspapers is the systematic women of today. It is both men and
mostly social, psychological, and
The 'Daily News' inserts· for magnification of the woman's women whopayfortheride ofS'exism
1,
educational.
February 27, 1994. provided traditionalrole',preciselyin con't�ast in the media.
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LaGuardia's GALA Spon�Qr�.
Gay_Pride Confererw�··_:,:"�-�
., li

SJ)ecial to The Reporter

On April 5, 1994, the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance (GALA) of
LaGuardia Community College,
CUNY will sponsor a student
conferenGe on StQnewall 25. This
event is open to all college students
and New York City residents. It
will take place from 6:30 pm to 9:00
pm in LaGuardia's Mainstage
Theatre.
Stonewall 25 will take place in
New York City on June 26,1994.
There will be a march through the
city to the United Nations'followed
by a rally and pride celebration in
Central Park. This International
March on the United Nations to
Affirm the HumanRightsofLesbian
and Gay People will be attended by
agencies and groups from the
United States and countries around
the world. It will be the largest
march and rally for human rights
anywhere ever in the world,

estimated at well over a million
people.
The LaGuardia conference will
consist of speakers from the
Stonewall 25 Committee who will
talk further about the event and
what will be happening before,
during, and aft.er the march. They
will explain how it will be handled
and what people can do to help in the
event. Also attending will be
members of the Queens Lesbian and
Gay Pride Committee (QLGPC) to
discuss this year's Gay Pride Parade,
which will be held in Queens on
June 5, 1994. As New York City's
only pride parade this year,it will be
bigger than ever. They will be on
hand to answer questions and
discuss the event in full detail.
The conference at LaGuardia
CommunityCollege isfreeof charge.
The college can be reached by the #7
train to the 33rdStreet-Rawson stop.

)!,,

!j

'.·

For further information or directions
please call 718/728-4346. If there is
no answer, leave a message and
someone will return your call. In
addition. LaGuardia is wheelchair
accessible.

CALL
447-3135
Covering
the
Science
and
Politics
of an
Epidemic

A lunch and panel discussion with:
Dr. John Moore: Aaron Diamond AIDS Research Center
Jessie Mangaliman, New York Newsday
Daniel Wolfe, Gay Men's Health Crisis
Annette Fuentes, The Daily News
Thursday, Matth 17 12:45 • 2:40 Administrative Lounge 135 East 22nd ST,
Sponsored b; tlu.R,Mtar FoMndalion.
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Business Review

SBDC OPENS
AT BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
BY

TONYA M. RICHARDSON

February 7, was the official
opening of the Small Business
Development Center at Bronx
Community College, CUNY. The
program was designed to provide
management and technical
assistance to potential and existing
entrepreneurs in the form of
management counseling on a one
to-one basis, free of charge, and
management training group
consultation at a nominal fee.
Potential entrepreneur benefits
include training and assistance in
how to start a small business. The
training sessions instruct candidates
in everything from writing a business
proposal to marketing strategies and
staff management techniques.
Already
existing
business
entrepreneurs can enhance and

expand their businesses by taking
advantage of the training sessions
which offer assistance in revising
current business proposals,
acquiring information on new
marketing strategies, and
techniques in building employee
morale and stronger team work
efforts.
The new center at the Bronx
Community College originally began
at Manhattan College in the Bronx
but was improperly managed
financially and the contract was later
taken over by Bernard M. Baruch
College, CUNY. The program is co
sponsored by the State University of
New York and the United Small
Business Aeministration. The
SBDC program started 10 years ago
and there are 19 regional small
business programs similar to the
one in the Bronx. There is a center

located in each of the other four
boroughs of New York: Pace
University in Manhattan, the
College of Staten Island in Staten
Island, York College in Queens and
Kingsborough Community College
in Brooklyn .
The key people involved with
the new center in the Bronx include
Terrence Clark, Director;Adi Isrieli
and Cleavan Daniel, Assistants;and
Maria Lucena, Secretary. As the
director of the SBDC program in
the Bronx, Clark brings 15 years of
experience with him, including
previous employment with the
Small Business Administration, the
Manhattan Minority Business
Development and the Small
Business Development Centers at
both Pace and Long Island
Universities.
Bronx
Economic
The

Development Corporation refers
many clients to the SBVC program
in the Bronx and through continual
outreach efforts throughout the
Bronx community, Clark foresees
growth potential of up to 500 new
businesses from now through
September. "The program fills the
void in the on-going growth of
business in the Bronx community,"
Clark said.
Clark believes that although the
economy is slowly rebounding
upwardly, there is still along way to
go and still a shortage ofjobs. Which
is why programs like the SBDC do
extremely well in these times
business
small
because
entrepreneurship is becoming a
more popular alternative to the rise
of unemployment.

Young Investors win Prizes and Experience --
The AT&T Collegiate Investment· Challenge

Thousands of students from
across the UnitedStates and Canada
eagerly followed the stock-market
this fall as they participated in the
AT&T Collegiate Investment
Challenge that began on October
11, 1993. When the competition
ended on December 10, 1993, there
was just one grand-prize winner,
but everyone who played won
valuable real-life Wall Street
experience.
The
AT&T Collegiate
Investment Challenge is a stock
trading competition that allows
participants to gain knowledge of
the market in a real-time trading
environment. Each "investor"
receives a fictitious$500,000 budget
to buy, sell and trade stocks that are
listed on the American, New York
and NASDAQ stock exchanges.
Participants call an AT&T 800
number to make their trades.
The top performing student at

Baruch College, CUNY, was Adam
Friedman with a portfolio value of
$598,455.77.
"Players who are not top
finishers still gain important
investment know-how," says Mike
Ruziska, AT&T College Market
Manager. "It's a great way for
students to experience the actual
ups and downs of the stock market
without risking real money. AT&T
is proud to be sponsoring such an
innovative and high-quality
educational program."
"Competitors win in other ways,
too," says Jonathan Winder, Replica
CEO, developer of the game. 'The
AT&T Collegiate Investment
Challenge helps students buiId their
resumes, giving them essential tools
to stand out from the crowd when
they hit the job market."
Overall winners in the AT&T
Collegiate Investment Challenge
include:

Scott Christensen, University
of Wisconsin - Madison, WI
Harvard Business School,
Cambridge,MA
Jonathan Benheim, Yeshiva
University High School, NY
Lakeview High School,
Cortland, OH
Lee Witter, educator, Bellevue
Community College, WA
The top prize in the Collegiate
Division for the student attaining
the largest portfolio is worth over
$25,000 and includes a 1994 Pontiac
Firebird Formula, $5,000 in cash
and$1,200 in AT&T Long Distance
Certificates. To find out how your
local university or high school
ranked against the national
champions, call 212-696-4744.

AT&T is the title sponsor of the
AT&T Colle giate Investment
Challenge. Co-sponsors are Texas
Pontiac
and
Instruments
Corporation. The event is produced
an·d managed by Replica
Corporation, the leading provider of
fantasy games and interactive
entertainment in the investment
and sports worlds.
Additionally,
Replica
Corporation is offering a Spring
semester Collegiate Investment
Challenge which is currently
underway with late registration
available until March 18, 1994.
Interested students, teachers and
parents should call toll-free 800545-1975, Extension 97, for
additional information and
registration.

[[Hey, You! Join The Reporter�
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Won't let him scare me away
I'm just a young woman doing the best I can
He can't stand me
I strive for independence and respect
He wants to silence me
I desire to be loved - unconditionally
He ... denies me
I aspire to be "someone"
He says a concubine is "someone"
I commence to "jump at de sun"
Like a crab in a bucket ...
He brings me down
I set personal goals and achieve them
He says " grow up, self-centered bitch!"
I find myself lonely and disappointed and start hanging
out late
He suspects I'm sleeping with someone else
I get a job earning a higher salary than his
He envies me and robs me of the legal tender in my
purse
I encourage him to elevate his mind
He declares me the white man's instrument against him
I envelope myself with fascinating spirits
He savs, "All women do is fantasize like children- Get

over your r. ainbow!"
My heart and soul screams out, "I am a woman Love
and respect me!
He points between his legs and says you're jealous
'cause you don't have the power behind this!
Oh,. but I have something more precious
I have breasts that protrude form my chest
They're complete with milk-producing ducts
I've used them to nurture him, his children, his
grandchildren,
He doesn't want to understand me
He hates me for putting my life on the forefront of my
beliefs
I tell him "You have a problem all your own Personal!"
He fears my threatening self-possession
He beats me in hopes that his fears become my own
I relocate, He finds me, stalks me
No I'm not afraid of him
Was afraid of leaving him
But joyous to know it was love
Sweet, sweet love,
IT WAS LOVE FOR MYSELF THAT SAVED ME.
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EVE'S PLUM ROCKS
CBGB'S
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Bv TONYA M. R1cHARnsoN

Who is "Eve's Plum?" They're
only one of the hottest new rock
bands around, who recently
performed in a sold out concert at
CBGB'S, which is located in the
Village.
For the die hard fans who were
unable to get tickets to the concert,
the performance was one filled with
excitement and energy. Favorites
thatwereperformedinclude"I Want
It All," "Blue," "I," and a special
rendition of"I Will Survive."

•••••

For those who are not familiar
with the group, Colleen, Vocalist;
Michael, Guitarist; Chris, Bass
player and Ben, Drummer, have
been together since 1991. It all
started with an advertisement
seeking musicians that was placed
in the Village Voice by Michael and
Ben. It was soon answered by
Colleen, who had then left "The
Corny Collins Show" and Chris, who
had never even been to the movies.
The name "Eve's Plum" was
originally a spoof of the actor Eve
Plum whoplayedJan Brady on "The

Book Reviews
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Brady Bunch" television sitcom but
some believe that the name has a
biblical or sexual meaning behind
it. "Eve's Plum" has produced ten
intense guitar-driven songs
including, "Blue" and ''Venus Meets
Pluto," which was described in a
press release as being "hypnotic."
Their latest album is titled "Envy".
On the album the song, "Die
Like Someone" deals with Colleen's
perverse feelings of envy, hating
what she desires but still wanting to
be it. "We've all been envious of
people or envied by someone else.

It's a very powerful feeling-it's both
resentment and desire. But we don't
consider this a dark album," Colleen
stated in a recent press release.
When asked what advice she
would give to aspiring musicians
Colleen said, "Stay true to your
music."
"Eve's Plum" will be touring
throughout the spring and fall
nonstop so look for them soon and be
sure to purchase your tickets early!

"Fire With Fire"****
Bv TAMM KOERKENMEIER-BAKos

March is Women's History
Month, but how many of us truly
know how far our gender has come
in the last twenty years? How many
ofus take for granted, even complain
about our work, when our
grandmothers, aunts, mothers and
older sisters fought hard so an
education and a career is a given in
our lives, not an exception? How
many ofus are shocked to learn that
jobs used to be listed not only
specifying race but also gender, so
theterm 'women's work'had a literal
meaning?
"The rights to vote, drive a car,
get an education, have a job, plan a
family, get decent health care, have
a say---You weren't born with them
. All of these were brought to you by
the American Feminist Movement.
Feminism is real democracy. If you
value these things, pass them on.
Call yourself a feminist, speak up
when you are put down, vote for
rights for women, and give to
women's organizations," says Naomi
Wolf in her second book "Fire With
Fire: the New Female Power and
How It Will Change the 21st
Century."
Beginning
with
the
"genderquake", which came to a
head during Anita Hill's testimony
at the US Supreme Court
confirmation hearings and the 1992
elections in which women were
elected into 25 seats of power, Wolf

takes us into a history of feminism.
She tells ofa ti,ne, the Colonial era
where women were a central part of
trade, and "independent and capable
in public life as well as being
nurturing in private" and, from
there, she recounts how women's
role in the household has changed
and been impacted by feminism.
In the nineteenth century,
women were kept in the house, in
"livesofenforceddomesticity, sexual
repression, economic dependency,
and unpaid 'good works'... An
elaborate propaganda of flattery
gave these women a sense of pride
in their imprisonment ... their
suffocating condition... they were
too special to work, struggle, and
play alongside men." Born from the
nineteenth century were two strains
of feminism, one which Wolf calls
'victim feminism' and the other,
'power feminism', the latter of which
she believes to be more effective.
Wolf covers two hundred years
rather quickly, though efficiently,
informing us how we won the vote in
a way no history text or educator
has ever taught. While the National
Women's Suffrage Association ''had
been working for years on their
personal relationships with male
legislators, hoping to ask them,
always politely, for the vote," the
Women's Party "realized that the
women of the few states that had
granted them the vote could
determine the outcome of the
upcoming presidentiaI election...

When the political clout �f women
became

clear,

rnaJe

Democratic

Party leaders... got down to business
and put women's vote at the top of
their agenda ... within the next
election cycle, women had the vote."
Although Wolf doesn't bash the
"victim feminists'," she believes
encouraging the image of woman as
victim is damaging. It is time for
women to use their power, influence
and MAJORITY standing, rather
than their role of helpless victims, to
fight sexism.
Reminding us that we must
"distinguish between the men we
love, who are on our side, and the
male system of power, which we
must resist. It is not 'hating men' to
fight sexism" and" the fight against
sexism mustnotlead tohatingmen,"
Wolf addresses the way the media
portrays feminism and the overall
negative attitudes most Americans
have toward the movement. Her
book is a call to all people --- men and
women --- who believe in equality,
wanttofightsexismand continueto
celebrate the differences of the sexes.
It is a cry for women to utilize their
power, authority and money,
whether in large or small amounts,
for the advancement of .al.l ,women.
"Fire With Fire could be the new
bible offem inism for those who were
afraid to ca11 themselves"feminists"
in the past.
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Red Rice, Beans and Codfish:
Overcoming Identity crisis
What is the common Puerto
Rican mold? What does living in a
homogenous environment have to
do with beingmore or less of a person
of a particular ethnic background?
What makes a true Puerto Rican?
All of these questions have one
thing in common --- the serious
effects of an identity crisis of an
individual. The most important
thing to note, though, is that he is
not at all alone. Everyone practically
experiences an identity crisis.
An identity crisis takes place
when a one becomes confused by
conflict between one's beliefs and
one's livelihood. One begins to feel
some stress as well as a deep form
of regret in some cases. There are
various kinds ofidentity crisis. Some
of them relate to religious choice,
sexual identity, and ethnic identity.
One of the biggest whoppers of all
time, though, is the crisis that some
young women, influenced by
religion, experience when they lose
their virginity. They worry about
such issues as "Ifl am not married,
have I sinned to the point that I am
a whore?,""What ifiget pregnant...
What will my folks think of me?"
Then there's also the question, "Ifit
feels good, should I regret it because
it's a sin?'' (A question ofrepentance
---should the body be disconnected
from the soul because it is a vehicle
of sin).
I address the issue of identity
crisis because it is something that
affects lots of people, especially those
undergoing some form of change in
environment (academic, social, or
political, etc.). One thing that
differentiates us from one another
is that we all see and face our

problems from various perspectives.
What I can offer to an individual
undergoing such an internal
experience is a few suggestions.
First, take time out to relax
and,clear your mind. Use this time
to cherish the things you enjoy. Do
not worry about what others think!
Free your mind from social
constraint! Do not allow negative
images of your ethnical background
to influence you into regretting who
you are. Do not discriminate against
your own kind because of these
images provided by any form of
m�dia. This can only create more
problems for you because it may
become a form of self-hate. Be proud
of who you are!
We must all have some form of
understanding for others --- not all
thieves steal for the thrill, some of
them are actually impoverished.
Remember that there are no
such things as a right and a wrong
way to be who you are. You can only
be you as I can only be me. Being
Puerto Rican is not something that
can be washed away from you --
don't worry about it. You11 carry
your heritage wherever you go for
the rest of your life. Live as you see
fit. No one from any background
lives exactly like another person
from the same background. Not all
Puerto Ricans eat rice, beans and
codfish --- that's alright. Another
example ofwhat makes us all unique
is that we live in various places.
Accordingto such things as financial
status, some ofus have the option of
choosingwhere we want to live while
others don't have as many options.
Another thing, living in a
homogeneous environmentdoes not

make one more or less of a Puerto
Rican or any other culture. If you
choose to hang out with Caucasian
people, enjoy yourself --- their just
as human as you are and you all
have a quality that is uniquely your
own. Therefore, even the influences
of friends of another race can not
make you more like them than you
are yourself. What it can only do is
either enlighten you about people
of other cultures or, if you're looking
to be someone you are not, it can
destroy the person that you already
are. You must rid yourself of the
myth that poor images meant to
represent your community are the
only images that exist within your
community. If you take on such a
media-orientedbelief, thenyouhave
either thrown in the towel --- not
only on yourselfbut also your people
--- or resorted to disassociating
yourself from your people. Don't do
that, it's un-cool.
Listen to whatever music you
wish.This is one of the factors in life
that makes us unique! I, too,
celebrate Headbangers' Ball!
And always remember, that
whatever culture or social
background you come from, being a
true individual in your community
is being yourself.
A true person (Puerto Rican) is
one who pulls himself through the
cracks of the concrete pavement
society has laid on his sidewalk as a
positive image and struggling
against living to the worst
expectations of society. Be proud of
yourself and who you are --- this is
only the beginning!

Sexism is a hard bop! It is the
subjugation of one sex to the other,
specifically women to men. Sexism
is just another form of discrimination,
but it can be even worst! Not only are
women the most common victims of
sexism, somewomen also inflict other
women with it.
Sexism is found throughout
society and the socialization of a
woman is affected by stereotypes
provided by it. Some of these
stereotypes can be found in religion,
the media and the home.
In religion one will find that
most of the people with "clout" are
men and that women really have no
such place in it. Religion also
psychologically strips a woman of
her right to be human --- it defies the
laws of human nature. It is human
nature that not only makes us who
we are but also makes us-imperfect.
By this, we are not exempt from
greed and having wants, needs and
desires. Wealsoarenot exemptfrom
aiming to fulfill them. In short, a
woman striving towards religious
perfection may discriminate against
another woman for being too self
possessive, or sexually comfortable.
Now, that's sexism for you! Religion
teaches women to be sexually
repressed, separate the body from
the sou.I and walk the straight and
narrow path fearfully that we may
not be destructive women like those
mentioned in the bible. How can you
really know if you're in hea,en if you
can't feel it? Hogwash! Remember ,
the bible was not written by a woman.
Another place where sexism
exists is in advertisements in
newspapers and magazines. These
advertisements cover women and
men/s products and clothing. Some
ofus look at these pictures of women
in red body-express dresses and wish
we had bodies like theirs, but some
of us are also afraid to admit it for
fear that we will be criticized for
either not being satisfied with what
we have or occupying ourselves with
vanity while the poor have no time
forit because they need the flexibility
of a stacked wallet to feed, clothe and
shelter themselves first. And then
there are the words, "fit for a
princess," --- how about "Fit for a
two-hundred- a nd-eighty-pound
beauty with Spunk?"
And what about the home. With
religion and its philosophical impact
on society, our homes are definitely
the very first stops for the Sexism
Express train. In the hom·e parents
and family members provide
stereotypes for both male and female

(continued on page 9)
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Sexism is a Hard Bop
(continued from page 8)
children. First, we have the mother
who stays home and tends to
domestic chores and children; the
father who reads the newspaper ever
morning and goes to work; and the
grandmother who teaches the
children about patience and
obedience ( she allows the boy to get
away with foolishness and scorns
the girl for the same foolishness).
Then there are the games that
children play that influence the
personalities of men and women.
Has anyone ever noticed that
during childhood while a boy is given
a football or a skateboard, a girl is
given a jump-rope or a doll. This
football -doll relationship represents
the way we see our roles in life
according to our sexes. My sister
has twins --- a girl and a boy. For
their birthday her and her husband
gave the boy a sports equipment
and sent the girl to the beauty parlor

for grooming. While the boy is being
groomed for survival in corporate
America, the girl is being influenced
to stay home and be beautiful while
the "man" goes out and win the
bread. Also, most boys games are of
pure competition ---they prepare for
the competitive atmosphere of
working class society by
participating in the games that they
play. For Example, Basketball is a
team game. If someone fouls out
and there is a dispute with the
decision, they don't end the game.
Either they conduct a replay or they
bring in another player but the game
continues. On the other hand, if a
group of girl were playing jump
rope and one messed up or cheated
in counts, the game would usually
end to save a friendship. While boys
are taught to be competitive, girls
are taught to be sensitive and caring
towards the feelings of others. This

sensitivity has little market value
to corporate success. In order for a
girl to make itin the corporate world,
she has to be just as competitive as
a boy --- she must know the rules of
the game, she must know how to
"play ball!"'
"Playing ball" is not exactly
playing men's sports. It is used to
symbolize how competitive a woman
must be just to reach corporate
success.
Carol Gilligan writes about sexism
in psychology. She writes: "... the
male model of (child development]
is the better one since it fits the
requirements for modem corporate
success. In contrast, the sensitivity
and care for the feelings of others
thatgirls developthrough their play
have little market value and can
even impede professional success.
... given the realities of adult life, if
a girl does not want to be left

dependent on men, she will have to
learn to play like a boy."
In her essay, Gilligan exposes
Sigmund Freud's psychoanalysis as
a form of sexism because Freudian
theory on women in childhood does
not present a female model for
analysis but goes on to state that
girls naturally envy boys because
they don't have penises, etc. But
then again, freud was primarily
concerned with sexuality.
In conclusion, sexism is a hard
bop because it exists in every comer
of society and the stereotypes
provided by it affect the socialization
of women (and men). Men are also
not the only ones who harm women
. with sexism. There are women who
take on the role of'moral police' and
do it too.

The Significance of the Three-Leafed Shamrock
St. Patrick
Bernadette Butler
the Irish Saint who symbolized the crucifixion of

Christ with the three-leafed shamrock .

one who. syJD.bolizes the three-leafed shauu,-QGk ------.

with mind, body and soul and the number 21.
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How It Feels To Be Puerto Rican Me
color. This is where I see the
beginning of my future confusion.
All my friends were mostly
I'm not totally sure how it feels
to be Puerto Rican. I don't stand on white. All the people thatl hung out
a plateau in my mind with a clear with were also mostly white. I
view ofmy emotions on this subject. naturally took on some of their
I feel confused when I·think about characteristics - the way I spoke,
this topic. I don't think I fit the dressed and thought. This isn't to
say that there is an all
common Puerto Rican mold.
Where to start? I guess that encompassing "white" way to live,
but it is different from the way that
would have to be at the beginning.
When I was five I can say that I lived Puerto Ricans live. I could see the
in a Puerto Rican neighborhood, slight changes in myself because
Sunset Park, Brooklyn. I guess I did my brothers were a constant when
all the things that a Puerto Rican comparing myself to them.
My brothers would go out with
kid would do. Like playing in the
streets getting into minor trouble their friends and do one thing,
and stuff like that. I always hung whereas I would go out with my
around with other Puerto Rican friends and do another. My brothers,
children as well. Since my of course, hung out with Puerto
elementary school was made up of a Ricans. I went out with my friends
diverse [community] I never who weren't Puerto Rican. This
encountered any real racism or never bothered me but my brothers
prejudice. Then I moved to a different often made fun of me. They would
try to get me to listen to rap music
neighborhood.
In this area there weren't too when my friends had me listening
many other Puerto Ricans. The to heavy metal music. They would
school I now attended was also bust my chops about the few
predominantly white. This didn't times I imitated the way they spoke
bother me at all. All my classes were slang, "B" (is that spelled right?).
filled with white children with a few But none of this was really what
students of different nationalities bothered me.
I really noticed the differences
that seemed to be thrown in for

By Eric Lopez

between myself and other Puerto
Ricans in the last year or so. When
I went out with my friends
everything was fine. But, when I
went out alone I noticed differences
in the way others saw me. On a train
or bus ride I would get different
types of looks. Old women would
look at me and try to make
themselves less noticeable,
especially their purses. Different
guys would look me up and down as
if they were sizing me up. Everyone
else would look at me with wary
eyes.
I think it has to be because ofmy
beard! I only grew it last year.
Without it I look much younger and
a lot less intimidating. With the
beard I look a lot more Puerto Rican
or Spanish than I did before. I guess
it shows how much people base their
opinions on looks alone.
In my first semester here at Baruch
the differences became more
apparent. During club hours I went
with a bunch of girls that I didn't
know very well to the Puerto Rican
club. I felt uncomfortable the minute
I stepped in there. I can't really say
why but I had a feeling as ifl didn't
belong there. It probably had
something to do with the fact that I

didn't know anyone there while
everyone else was well acquainted. I
left as soon as I could think of some
e�cuse as to why I couldn't stay. I
guess being Puerto Rican like me is
the problem - I don't know how to
be Puerto Rican.
What is a true Puerto Rican
anyway? Am I supposed to be out
robbing hubcaps and purse
snatching? Am I supposed to be
smoking blunts, dressing in crazy
colors with my pants hanging well
below my ass? Am I expected to sell
drugs and carry a gun? No. So why
do I get all these funny looks like I do
those kind of things? This is the
stereotypical Puei:to Rican. This is
the only type that some people think
that there are. Well I'm not that
type. I think that I have a problem
fitting in with "true" or "real" Puerto
Ricans because I don't know what
one is.
I don't know how to deal with
my confusion. I don't know how to
deal with my being Puerto Rican
and acting another way. I'll just do
what I've been doing- stay true to
myself, and screw what other people
think about me. That is the one way
that I know I will be a true Puerto
Rican!

OPEN SEASON ON CHANCELLORS OR WHAT?
Bren.non Marcano
Everyone knows about duck
season and deer, season (if you do
not, call the N.R.A) but over th.e
past month I have come to recognize
a new emerging season. It is
Chancellor season, and all those
people who carry that title before
their name should beware. Since
February 4, 1994 I have noticed an
increased influx of articles striking
out against the Chancellors and Ex
chancellors of our various boards of
education and I have got to tell you,
I am worried that the species may
become extinct. Let us study the
case.
Public School's Chancellor,
Ramon C. Cortines had his hands
full with Mayor Giuliani's
preliminary budget on February 3,
1994. In a New York Times article
the following day, Alison Mitchell
wrote "While Giuliani said that
Cortines had his ful-1 confidence... it
instead appeared that they were on
a collision course over the budget."
Later on in the article there was
mention that" Cortines complained
that many of the cuts laid out in Mr.
Giuliani's financial plan violated the
terms of past agreements between
the Board ofEducation and the city."
In a subsequent article in the Times

on the following day Cortines was
quoted as saying, "That is an
indictment of the system." He was
responding to Giuliani's intent to
cut2,500 administrative employees
from the Board ofEducation's rolls.
The mayor also left Mr. Cortines
with the daunting task of trimming
$292 million from the board's budget
for the next fiscal year. Detailed
budget cuts, though, will not be
complete until April, when Giuliani
formally presents his plan to the
Ci_tyCouncil. So at least theSchool's
Chancellor(who has been in office
for only six months) has a few weeks
to-brood over his problems.
In thatsame issue oftheTimes,
there was an article on the former
SUNY Chancellor D. Bruce
Johnstone. Mr Johnstone officially
resigned from his post on March 1st
because he has cancer. "His
management skills have made
SUNY more efficient and
accountable," said Governor Cuomo
in the article. Another one bites the
dust, I say.
On February 9, 1994, the
Newsday's frontpage story was on
Ex-School's Chancellor Joseph
Fernandez. The most amusing lead
read, "The snow lies over New York,
colder than an I.RS. agent's h�art.
The word from City Hall is equally

frosty: Prune, cut, lay off, slice,
reduce, can't afford.
But, oh, the sun shines bright in
Orlando, Florida, where Fernandez,
is sitting on a humongous nest egg
which you, the taxpayers handed
him in 1993." The article focused on
theEx-Chancellor's W-2form which,
by the way, had $622,610.90 in the
wages and compensation box.
On February 9th, Cortines
exercised somegoodjudgement, only
to receive an article the following
day in the New York Times, with a
lead that read, "Flexing his powers
fully for the first time since last fall,
New York City Schools Chancellor
Ramon C. Cortines yesterday
ordered a Bronx school board with a
legacy of corruption and educational
failure to reverse its recent decision
to oust a reform- minded
superintendent." If the first few
words did not catch your attention
the first time, read it again.
February 22nd· marked the
opening of the assault on our ever
loving CUNY Chancellor W. Ann
Reynolds. For those who have
forgotten about Chancellor Reynolds
try and get your hands on the OpEd
section of the New York Times, June
28, 1993 by Tony Kushner. In it he
cited the Chancellor's wish to
"downsize and reallocate the

university's severely diminished
resources. In December, 1993,
Reynolds issued a proposal called
the Goldstein report calling for the
elimination 97 degree programs.
Most were at the four-year campuses
with the highest percentages of
African-American and L atino
students and were chiefly in the
humanities and the arts."
Anyway, back tothe present. In
the February 22nd article, the Times
was questioning an unusual
financial arrangement between
CUNY and the Chancellor in which
the university" pays her personal
American Express bill every month,
and leaves it up to her to reimburse
the university for personal or
corporate board expenses." This
though, was not the major
controversy associated with our
chancellor. The front page's main
article was also on Reyn olds. It dealt
with the her outside work which
took up 65 days of her work last
year, although the policy on outside
work specifically stated that th�
maximum time that could be spent
on out ofwork activities(other boards
etc.) is two days every month, (for
those not majoring in mathematics
12 by 2 is not 65). This extra
curricular activity netted the

(Continued on page 11)
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TAKING ADVANTAGE OF
YOUR CUNY CALENDAR,

By Mike Burns

For more than a year we at the
Reporter have been pleased to bring
you the CUNY Calendar. The items
we present to you have been chosen
from the Calendar of Events,
published by the Office ofUniversity
Relations on behalf of the City
University of New York. These
events are planned and submitted
for publication by each participating
college prior to the commencement
of each semester. The times, dates,
and other criteria of each event are
subject to change. Almost all events
are open to the general public.
Dance performances vary
among presentations from students,
professional . troupes or a
combination of the two. Depending
on the extravagance of the routines,
an admission may be charged,
however, by presenting a student
ID,you may be entitled to a discount.
Often times many ofthe college's
drama clubs may perform well
known plays, ranging from small,
intimate setting (small casts) ones
to full scale theatrical productions
with an accompanying orchestra.

The performances for the smaller
plays may run for as long as a week
while the larger productions are
usually held over the weekends.
Admission may be as low as$3 and
may go as high as$40 per person. In
any event, patrons are assured of a
quality presentation at reasonable
prices.. And of course, discounts are
usually available for CUNY
students.
If you are looking for a night out
for classical music, look no further
than your university. Every week
there are presentations by college
orchestras performing works by
Chopin, Bach and Beethoven, just
to name a few. These events are
usually held in school auditoriums
so you are assured of good seating
and class presentation. For example,
the facilities and music department
at Queens Cqllege are renowned
throughout the university for their
superior performance and
presentation of classical works. But
this is not intended to distract you
from other productions available to
you; each college offers quality
performances
that
are
representative of the cultural
richness of it's student body. For
those who attend, an enriching
experience is guaranteed!
For those looking for lighter
entertainment, perhaps during the
day or early evening hours, the
university offers many recitals
during the week. Predominantly,
each consists of a featured artist(s),

such as a violinist, pianist, etc. and
perhaps other backing musicians.
Most perform, for an hour or so,
traditional music in smaller settings
(such as a lecture hall). Sometimes
students are joined by facility
members and guests artists.Usually
these performances are free to the
general public.
Occasionally, a college will host
a performance by a ''big time" act. It
may be a comedian, an accomplished
musician, or perhaps a professional
dance troupe. These presentations
usually have reserved seating for
the public with student and senior
citizen discounts available.
Sometimes these performances are
forfundraisers ofonesortoranother.
On special _occasions, collegs
hold events involving outside
organizations and speakers from
New York City's metropolitan area.
Events may focus on issues affecting
the community as a whole. They
may include rallies, conventions, or
all day seminars. Many times
prominent citizens will speak in
conjunction with a luncheon or
dinner. Other occasions may
celebrate anniversaries or be held
for award ceremonies.
Lecture Series are a prominent

listing in the calendar. By having a
steady stream of lecture
presentations, colleges are able to
bring vital information to students
from a variety of sources. Lectures
are often given by respected
professors who are well published
in their fields. Topics are
informative/controversial and are
intended to stimulate the mind and
spark discussion/debate. Lectures
are also given by private citizens
and alumni. These lectures are of
particular interest for they bring an
outside perspective on topics we
study today. Most lectures are free
while the exceptions charge a small
admission.
Workshops are usually smaller
gatherings and group discussion is
the order of the day. Having trouble
understanding a topic or coping with
a problem? Check out the calendar
- you may find the answer there.
Most of these workshops are
designed to help students deal with
family and social issues. These are
definitely worth the time and well
worth the effort. As with most of the
other events, most workshops are
free.
The calendar also lists other
activities that may appeal to you. If
you would like to receive an official
copyoftheCalendar ofEvents, write
to CUNY-TV, 25 West 43rd Street,
New York, NY 10036.
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Open Season on
Chancellors...
(Continued from page 10)
chancellor an extra $140,000 last
year to add to her normal annual
salary of$158,000.
As can be clearly seen, it is
Chancellor season· and the
chancellors are coming under lots of
fire from various other authorities.
As to when this season will end
there can be no definite answer. I
guess the only viable answer we can
offer to help these poor chancellors
is "watch your back," for the hunters

can be anywhere. And as far as the
future chancellors are concerned i.e.
those restingsafely in the nest ofthe

educational system, my advice to
them is a quote from the former
Public School's Chancellor, who
when asked to give advice to his
replacement replied "Don't come!"
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Hey,
Honey,
got an opinion?
Like sports?
Arts?

Entertainment?
usinessReviews
Science?
ampusActivities?
Need to enhance
your advertising,
graphic, or
journalistic
writing skills?
Well, come on
over and join

The Reporter!
To pro-tec.t
a43a·,ns+ ti.JDS
ar-d other f>TDs,
a\wa'{S t.tse
latex condorns.
For a free, full-color poster
(18" x 24"), write:
AIDS Poster 1, Box 2000,
Albany, N.Y. 12220
N Y S Health Department
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To Najilah Butler, Mommy and Daddy, Clairesa, Alice1 Walker, Zora Neale Hurston, bell hooks and all those women and men who
are and have been an infiuence on others in the spirit of womanhood, equal rights, and women's history, I dedicate this 12th pege
to you! It is you wli o have taught me to put a value on life and loved ones. You have taught me to appreciate the beautiful advantages
and hardships of being a woman in today's society. You have encouraged me to acknowledge the fact that I am human and not only
need to be loved unconditionally but also I need to spread love without social constraint on my ability to do so. Najilah, I'm missing
your presence in my life, this one's especially for you!

Safe In His 4FfflS
By Bernadette Butler
I remember my father and I bathing in the tub when I was two. He
taught me how to wash to get all the dirt offme. I was very sticky and always
playing in mamma's toilet and refrigerator. Daddy would always scream
with mamma's anxiety in his voice when he said, "Yo' mamma's gon'kill me
ifshe catch-you runnin' 'round dis hut like dat! Dis 'bout the fifth time I done
had to brush yo' brillo pad and wash yo' rusty butt today. I miss those days.
· According to me, Daddy was like a god. Nothing and no one could harm me.
I felt safe in his arms.
II

Someday I'm gonna be a mother, a wife - a person with more
responsibilities than a high school student. I want to be known for having
some influence in my community -nothing grandiose like a movie star
though. Someday I'm also gonna die. I wanna go out with a BANG! I wanna
be ready when Jesus comes. I want to be clean when the angels come to
escort me through them golden gates. I wanna see my loved ones and meet
historical figures like Nzingha from way back when...
"Rocka my soul in the bosom of Abraham, Rocka my soul in the bosom
of Abraham, Oh, Rocka my soul"... I wanna be safe in his arms.
III
Its been so long since I can remember doing simple household chores
like laund ry , and tidying up the bedroom. I can't believe I'm just sitting here
reading Sigmund Freud and watching life pass me by. Academia has made
a monster out ofme. Everything has to be perfect-term papers, prompt!
arrivals, punctual! essays, thorough with A+ investment! -I'm a perfect
control freak, what else can I say? I think I'm gonna need a drink
IV

VI

Daddy came oyer for a visit today and caught me reading Sigmund
Freud again. No, he just came to run my life that's what he came here for.
We've beep violei:itly arguing for the past ten months now. Hey, it comes so
natural, I don't even take it personal anymore. If there was such a thing as
response to stimuli, I just haven't been blessed with it.
"No Daddy, this is my h_ouse! I'm in charge in this part of town! If you
don't like it, you can leave!"
Damn!, I was so Crt!el. I just wanted him to love me unconditionally. Not
because I am an ac�demic scholar or because I'm independent but because
I am his child. Why can't he understand that I am not a mainstream person?
If god gave me thr�e golden wishes they would be for me father to love me
the way he did when I unable to fend for myself. He can't just run in and out
ofmy lifelike a revolving door. He's my father! Ifhe'sdoingit, that's probably
why most men have done it to me. I want a man like my father.
t

.•::

VII

Today is the most beautiful day. As I look out my window, snowflakes
fall like minute droplets of god's love. Today is March the twelfth. Oh shit,
I've got to go shopping! I pull out my wallet to see what I can spend and dress
to impress because beipg a woman has its advantages. Daddy always
taught me to charm the salesmen with my poverty frown to get an
economical bargain and never to pay truces on items ifl didn't have to. I'll
have to teach little my little girl how to say, "I'm a woman whose tax-paying
status exempts-me from a:ffor_ding-the luxuries of paying tax! Give me the
goods at the market price."
I rushed downtown to get a beautiful present for a beautiful person. It's
her birthday. I'm su_�appy fo.r her. She made it to the big 'tween! Noonty's
a woman now - more woman than I could ever be.

For some odd reason today just ain't my day. I feel so weighed-down and
argumentative. This place is driving nuts! I checked my mailbox this
afternoon. It was stuffed with newspapers and bills post-dated up to two
months ago. It was like having a big hand point at me and say, "Shame on
you!," in public. Now I ain't about to mention all the tapes filled with
messages from my answering service. Ifit was a fax, I would have wiped
out an entire forest of trees by now. I guess I'll stop by Olga's for a wash 'n
set and a pedicure.
Shit! I have nothing to wear! My closets are empty, the hamper's
overstocked and I have not the slightest idea of what I'm gonna do. I can
hear mamma saying, "Wash them clothes! Clean that room!" If only they
knew, they would understand that I haven't got the time. I ain't got much
legal tender either. I'm kinda running short from trying to play dollars and
cents. I'll crack the piggy before I try to win that battle between washer and
dryer.
What, fifteen dollars? I'm in trouble now. A decent pair of fruit of the
looms would cost me six dollars. Lord knows, I can go nowhere with less
than twenty-five bucks! I need counseling! Today just ain't my day.

VIII
As I arrive at my parents' home I notice everyone crowds the living room
and the kitchen. My hands are filled with bags ofwrapped gifts for the little
woman. I say, "Hey, look what I bought for Noonty!" Everybody looks at me
as if something's wrong with me. I haven't figured it out yet, "Aren't y'all
happy?"
Then it hits me. ·One ofmy sisters says, "You know N oonty's been gone
since January! How in hell could you forget?"
I feel as ifl were a mirror and someone has just hit me with a hard object.
I fall to pieces in sorrow because I can not understand how one can forget
such a loss. I ran to the back and Daddy interrogates me about my drinking
habits. He says he's been to the house and saw the bottles beneath the bed,
the dirty dishes and laundry. He wants to know what's going on. I can't seem
to throw him an answer. I feel as if the stench of alcohol is still on me but
I've been sober for two weeks now.
I fall to the floor by the baby's bed and try to figure out why I did all of
this. It definitely wasn't to hurt anybody else.

V

I fell asleep with lots of questions in my head. Noonty comes to my call.
She tells me that she enjoyed unwrapping the presents and pulled out a gift
for me. It was a white sanitary napkin. She said, "Yeah, I'm a woman now,"
and understood that my celebrating her birthday was simply because I
didn't want to face the fact that she was out ofmy life. She explained to me
that she's only gone physically, but she'll always be with me spiritually just
as she was when she was a member of this society. She was smiling like she
never smiled before. She told me, "Slow screws no more!" Could I help but
to listen? Even she knew what I've been up to. She tells me that I must break
away from academics and society's influence sometimes or else I'll go nuts.
She says I need to channel some of the Freudian time to spread love and

I have decided to clean up the hut and seek counseling just as soon as
I sober up. Who wants to sit in a room with someone so drunk the sweat from
their pores smells like alcohol on a skunk? I've gotta go back to work before
they fire me. Hell, I give them my time, love and tenderness --- who cares
about working at a time like this? They can fill out the pink slips if all I care.
l4i,dn't know how filthy this hut was. It's been about sixty-eight days
since this house was thoroughly cleaned. Twenty, Forty, Sixty, Sixty-seven
bottles of"Slow Screw Against The Wall" and "Flat Fries" hidden beneath
my bed! Sweaters, suits, skirts and slacks all over the bed and the floor! I
know I'm sober now. This is definitely "spring-cleaning!"

IX
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"Safe In His Arms"
(Continued from page 12)

receive it, that I may put some value on life and loved ones. I have
neglected
them too long just for the purpose of getting intellectually stimulate
d.
Where was my head all this time? I needed to love andbe loved unconditi
onally
and due to fear of love-hate relationships, I focused on losing myself
in
academia. She says "A book can not give you love, girl," and h s
ug me like
my father used to.
We danced all day and all night and still I remain energetic. Noonty's
not used to walking. Afterbeing tied to a wheelchair most her life, she find
s
herself a bit run-down and we decide to rest. She asks about the family and
I tell her, "I'm drivingthem crazy."She sends me back to reality with a sen
se
of purpose in life - respect for life, its opportur1ities and the promise to
become someone even she can be proud of

X

I am s till asleep. I feel like someone is pu11ing me up from the floor. I'm
tired to wake up. Actually, I have no motives for waking. I'm too plea sed
with the scarce pleasures the mind and spirit have to offer. T feel something
wooly brush my cheek and sme11 a bad case of tobacco breath - it's my
fatherbed-robingme tucking me in a bed. I must give up my fight with him.
My res pect for him outweigh s my inte11ectand therefore it would be a losing
battle. I don't want to put him to rest too soon. I'm just learning how to

appreciate his presence in my life and acknowledging his right to hang out
at night. I sleep on.

XI

I awaken at seven thirty Sunday morning. I walk toward s the living
room and find him asleep cradled on the loveseat like an infant. I ki ss him
and he strikes at m e with a heavy fist. I jerk backwards and scream. He
awaken s and rocks me in his bosom, almost like old tim es. I am delighted
to feel his love ! Daddy is like a god to me. Nothing and no one could harm
me. I am safe in his arms.
XII

Someday I'm gonna be a mother, a wife - a person with more
responsibiliti es tha� a high school student. I will be known for having some
influence in my community- nothing grandiose like a movie star though.
Someday I'm also gonna die. I'm gonna go out with a BANG! I will be clean
and ready when the angels come to escort me thro ugh them golden gates .
I wanna see Noonty and my loved ones and meet historical figures like
Nzingha from way back when...
"Rocka my soul in the bosom of Abraham, Rocka my soul in the bosom
of Abraham,-Oh, Rocka my soul" ... I will be safe in his arms.

* * * * *

"Nightmare!!!"
BY DENNIS RUDDER

You are on a dark, lonely, road. The
city is far away in the distance and
the cemetery looms behind you like
a menacing citadel on top ofthe hill.
The heads tones project upwards in
the gloom reaching as though for
the heavens. It is dusk and the
moon i s trying to es cape th e
encroaching clouds that are racing
across the sky. the scraggly oak
tre es , align the roadside, their
shadows a picture of agony in the
sliver light of the moon, they evoke
an eerie feeling from you and cast
their ghastly silhouettes acro ss the
road. The wind whistles through
the death and torture.
Suddenly a huge cloud engulfs the
moon and you are trapped in the
darkness. The mist starts to rise
and you can feel the dampness
seeping through your clothing and
s aturating your bones. Your body
evokes a sudden shiver, fear clutches
at your heart, you have to get away
from this godfor saken place . A
deadly sensation enshrouds you and
it i s then that you feel the eyes,
someone is watchingyou. You glance
quickly behind yourself but the
s hadow s swallow up everything
around you. Suddenly the winds
cease, the silence is deafening, you
can cut it with a knife. your heart is
pounding in your chest, it sounds
like a kettle drum -THUMP,
THUMP, THUMP! You perk your
ears and it's then that you hear it,
the hars h breathing in the confines
of the trees. You have to get away.

Your mind scream s at you ...
"RUN!!!"
You run as fast as you can but you
can hear the footsteps behjnd you,
he is gaining on you. You try to
scream even though there is no one
to hear your cry, but your throat is
dry and nothing escapes from your

lips.

BARUCH COLLEGE

ELECTION
'94 CAMPAIGN
1
DATES AND o'c.ADL\NES

•
•
The roots of the trees reach out and •
seemingly grab your feet, you can •
feel yourself falling, it feels like an •
Party, candidacy declaration
eternity. The ground rushes up to •
forms & guidelines available
meet your body and pain surges •
at Student Center,
through every sinew of your body..•
Eve & Grad, Room 525,
You are oblivious to it. You can feel
Dean of Students Office, Rm 1 702
him over you, hear the br e ath •
rasping through hi s te eth. H e
reaches out and grabs· you by the •
Referendum petition review deadline
throat. Terror careens through your •
already battered frame and once •
Party charter submission deadline
again you try to scream. All that is
(day session only)
emitted from your lips i s a dry, •
husky croak. His body odor stinks, •
his scent in not human, you gasp for
Referendum, candidacy declaration
air there is none. You start to drift •
forms and petition signatures deadline:·
off\nto oblivion, a tear fa11s from :
your cheek and you ask why.
In an instant the moon shoots from •
behind the clouds and the moonlight
drenches you in its soft glow. You
see the flash of the moonlight on
s
e
s e1
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1
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gt.
IN ROOM 527 (26TH STREET), DEAN'S OFFICE RM 1702
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stren h yoush ottt;-"
.
.
(3 60 PAS) AND STUDENT CENTER (22ND STREET)
Instantaneousl y there 1s a bnght
light, you are sitting up in bed.
-Political Party Ch�rter Form
"PHEW!!!"
l•{N��;······�
-Declaration of Candidacy Forms� 44 -3131
It wa s just a nightmare. Thank
7
:
-Election Guidelines
••••••• ••••••
goodness. Thank God! Ju s t a
nightmare. It could have been real.
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BARUCH'S OWN

th
26

Street Cafeteria

46 EAST 26 th STREET - FIFTH FLOOR

MONDAY- THURSDAY: 7 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
FRIDAY: 7 A.M. TO 3 P.M.
SATURDAYS : 8 A.M TO 2 P.M.

Please Allow Us to Handle-------;
All Your Catering Needs ==

------- BOT DAILY SPECIALS------4
------(212) 447-6631 - --- ---��--_-_---,___,
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MARK YOUR CALENDARS
FOR APRIL 8, 1994
THE BARUCH EVENING CLUBS PRESENT
A FUND-RAISING RAFFLE DRAWING AT 8 P.M.
IN THE STUDENT CENTER, OAK & MARBLE LOUNGE
122 EAST 22ND STREET
YOU COULD BE THE LUCKY WINNER OF ANY OR ALL OF THESE THREE
PRIZES:
1ST PRIZE : $150.00
2ND PRIZE : LEATHER BRIEFCASE
3RD PRIZE : DINNER FOR TWO
THIS WAS MAD'E POSSIBLE COURTESY OF:

1•

CHEMICAL BANK, DAUBERMAN CHAYKIN CPA REVIEW AND MESA DE ESPANA
-- RESTAURANT INC.
SPECIAL THANKS TO:
THE E.S.S.A., THE BARUCH COLLEGE BOOKSTORE, AND W.B.M.B. 590 A.M.
SPONSORED BY THE FOLLOWING CLUBS:
B.L.A.C.K., EVENING ACCOUNTING SOCIETY, SIGMA ALPHA DELTA,
TOASTMASTERS, B.A.S.S., AND THE REPORTER
TICKETS COST $1.00 EACH - PURCHASE YOUR TICKETS NOW!
AT THE EVENING AND GRADUATE STUDENT SERVICES OFFICE IN THE 26TH
STREET BLDG. ROOM 525, AT DOROTHY'S DESK IN THE LOBBY OF THE
STUDENT CENTER, OR PURCHASE FROM FELLOW EVENING CLUB MEMBERS
REFRESHMENTS AND LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
BE THERE!!!
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ARE _YOU A LEADER OR A FOLLOWER?
STUDENT ELECTIONS WILL BE HEILD
THE 1ST WEEK OF MAY 1994
If you are a leader, consider running for one of the
following elected offices:
DSSG (Day Session Student Government)
*President, Vice-President, Treasurer, Secretary
*Upper Council (Junior/Senior)
*Lower Council (Freshman/Sophomore)

ESSA (Evening Session Student Assembly)
* Assembly Member (Officers elected internally)

GSA (Graduat� Student Assembly)
*Board Member (Officers el, ected internally)

OR MEMBER OF ANY OF THE FOLLOWING
BOARDS/ COMMITTEES

*Faculty/Student Disciplinary Committee
*Communications Board
*Student Center Board
*Student Media Council
* Auxiliary Enterprises Corporation
*Board of Directors of the Bernard M. Baruch College Association, Inc.
(day undergraduates only)
Candidacy declaration applications and party charter forms will be available beginning
Tuesday, February 22, 1994 at the following locations:
Student Center: Room 104, 137 E. 22nd St.
Office of Evening &Graduate Student Services: Room 525, 46 E. 26th St.
Office of Student Development: Room 1702, 360 PAS
for further information call 447-3131 after 2:00 PM
r
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THE

CUNY

BIG APPLE

JOB FAIR

WELCOMES CUNY Graduates:
Class. of .1-994 and� Recent Al.umni
Tuesday, March 22, 199_4 ,

11 :00 a.m. - 7:·no p.m.

The Mariott Marquis Hotel
- Ma.in Entrance
.
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Graduating Students:
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Register at your college car�e/s�rVi"ces!t:iac'emeri- office.
Bring your registration form and current CUNY College 1.0. to the fair.
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Register at the fair and present your resume for admission.
On the day of the fair, -students and alumni must arrive no later than 6:00 p.m.
to gain entry.

,

Both students and alumni are advised to bring at least 25-resumes to the
job fair, for distribution to prospective employers.
Appropriate attire required for admission.
Employers '"ill h_e interviewing for full-tin1e positions for

ALLMAJORS
INTERVIEW

NETWORK

CONNECT
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THE CLASSIFIEDS
Thursday, March 17, 1994
Whatever Happened to AIDS?: Covering the science and
politics of an epidemic. A lunch and panel discussion with: Dr.
John Moore: Aaron Diamond AIDS Research Center; Jessie
Mangaliman, New York Newsday; Daniel Wolfe, gay Men's
Health Crisis; and Annette Fuentes, The Daily News. The
discussion will be held at 12:45 - 2:40pm in the Administrative
Lounge, 135 East 22nd St.

Have you got what i,t takes to be a successin business?
CharlesJennings andJohnPappas of DowntownProfes.sional
Consultants will help you find!
Wednesday, March 16, 1994 at 7:00 pm in Room 528 of the 26th
St. Bldg. Don't miss this interactive, diagnostic workshop on
your sales savvy.

Interviewing Clinic: Free seminar and coaching on interview
techniques conducted. by Communications Consultant
Attention!
Rosemary Weiss on March 22, 1994 a.Q.d April 28, 1994 at 6:30
March 21, 1994 is the deadline for. referendums, candidacy · 9:30 pm, 46 E. 26th St., Room 528. Limited Places Available
declaration forms and petition signatures. May 3-5 is the ! Sign up early. Contact Office of Evening and Graduate
week of Elections for both Day and ·Evening branches of
Student Government.
Career Exploration Workshop: at the Career Exploration
Resource Center, 1:00- 3:00 pm, 360Park Avenue South, Room
1703
The Women of Color Network is sponsoring a talk on
"Creativity: Being aware of it and making it work for you!,"
with Charleszettea Patterson, entrepreneur, at 17 Lexington
Avenue, Room 306.
Faculty Senate Executive Committee Meeting at 1:00 pm, 135
East 22nd St., Room 309

On March 22, 1994 The Career Exploration Resource Center
will be sponsoring an Entrepreneurship Workshop at 360
park Avenue South, Room 1704, 1:00 - 3:00 pm.

On Monday, April 18, 1994 The Jean Cocteau Repertory
Company will conduct an on-campus performance of
"Euripides' "lphig�neia at Aulis" at Baruch College's newly
renovated Auditorium at 17 Lexington Avenue. Showtime is
5:15 - 7:30 pm. A symp_osium and reception for the company
will follow the performance.

·, Pr-�ss-Release
1
· 2:00 pm, 360 Park
SBPA Dean's List Reception on at 1:15
Avenue South, Room 1200.

Globus Lecture: "The Critic: Who Made You God?," Marilyn
Stasio, New York Times, 1:00 pm, 17 Lexington Avenue/ Studio
Theatre, 1to<?m 911
Gallery Exhibition Opening Reception: Reclaiming Artists of
the New York School: Toward a More Inclusive View of the
1950's, 5:00 - 7:00 pm Exhibition runs to April 22 at 135 East
22nd St. in the Sidney Mishkin Gallery.

The Jewish Students Organization of Baruch College is a
cultural and social club which has historically served the needs of
the Jewish students in the Evening Session.
The JSO provides inforn;iation on Jewish culture with primary
focus on programs, social functions and seminars. It was designed
to promote ride in jew'ishness through various activities within
and outside of the college.
If anyone is interested in reactivating the JSO, con tact Bernard
Gevertzman at(212) 447-3801 orin the registrar's office on Thursday
evenings.

ON E.S.S.A.'s ANNUAL BOAT RIDE!!
COMING FRIDAY, .APRIL 29, 1994
LIVE D.J.!
Departure: 9:00 PM
Circle Line, Pier 83 at W. 42nd Street & 11th Avenue
Tickets: Only $10.00
Tickets must be purchased in advance
For more information, call (212) 447-3138 or
stop by E.S.S.A .'s office at 46 East 26th Street. Rm. 509
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CUNY CALENDAR
Mar. 16

Mar. 16-18
Mar. 16-20

Mar. 18

Earl Wild, world famous classical pianist in his only New
York recital of the season, playing Beethoven, Chopin,
Franck and Rachmaninoff. Hunter College - Sylvia and
Danny Kaye Playhouse @ 8:00 PM. $48/$40.
Electro-Acoustic Music Festiva, electronic and computer
generated by students and CUNY faculty.Lehman College
- Levenson Recital Hall@ 12:15 PM. Free.
Kevin Sharpe, an outstanding young pianist, presents a
recital featuring the works ofChopin, Bach, and Schumann.
Part of the Baruch College Aaron Silberman Concert
Series. Baruch College - Nallin Hall@ 3:00 PM. Free.
City College's Bachelor of Fine Arts Sophmore Project
Performance. The City College - Aaron Davis Hall. Call
212-650-7100 for performance times. Free.
"Great Possessions," adapted from Mark Twain's
Pudd'n'head Wilson, directed by Susan Einhorn. This
world premiere ofa new play, tells the story of two babies;
one ofinterracial parents and one white, who are switched
in the cradle. Under tragic circumstances, their true
identities are discovered 20 years later. Queens College Theatre. Call 718-793-8080forperformance times. Preview
on 3/16 - $5. All other performances - $8. $2 offfor students
and seniors.
"The Concept," a performance piece acted by recovering
youths from Daytop Village. Bronx Community College Gould Memorial Auditorium@ 10:00 AM & 12:00 noon.
Call 718-220-6312 for reservations. Free.
CUNY University Health Sciences Colloquium: Breaking
Through Myths and Misconceptions of Welfare for the
1990's. Nationally known speakers will discuss initiatives
that address welfare reform and opportunities for
employment in healthcare occupations. CUNY Office of

Mar. 22

Mar. 23

Mar. 23-25

Mar. 24

Academu:Affairs I Division ofHealth and Human Servu:es
and Women's Center of John Jay College of Criininal
Justice. Call 212-290-2020 for 'location and ticket

Mar. 20

information. Begins@ 8:30 AM.
Oynx Theatre Company: Black Women's Stories, explores
the agonies and successes of a deaf child growing up with
her deaf mother. Manhattan Community College Performing Arts Center@ 8:00 PM. Free.
Fannie Lou Hamer Awards, recognizing outstanding
women from the college and their community. Medgar
Evers College - Auditorium@ 6:00 PM. Free.
Michael Camilo Trio: Jazz Concert. A pianist with brilliant
technique, peppers his jazz harmonies with Caribbean
rhythms. Grammy award winner for "Why Not," Mr.
Camilo has performed with the Labeque Sisters, Dizzy
Gillespie and the London Philharmonia. Queens College New Music Building@ 8:00 PM. $19/$17.
"From Sea to Shining Sea," The City College -Aaron Davis
Hall @ 10:30 AM. $3
Peking Acrobats, direct from the Republic of China, this
exciting performance showcases the amazing, world
renowned troupe of25jugglers, mimes, contortionists, and
gymnasts who will literally bend over backwards to please
you! Kingsborough Community College - Performing Arts

CUNYSPORTS

Mar. 17

Mar. 19

Mar. 21
Mar. 22

Men's Volleyball, HunterCollege/CUNY vs. The City
College/CUNY. Hunter College - Sportsplex, 6:30 pm, 212/
772-4631; Free.
Men's Varsity LaCrosse Match, The City College/CUNY
vs. Hudson Valley LaCrosse League with USMMA The
City College - Herman Goldman Center, 1 pm, 212/650822; Free.
Men's Baseball, Lehman College/CUNY vs. Bridgeport
(DH) Herbert H. Lehman College - 12 noon, 718/960-8101;
Free.
Baseball Lehman College/CUNY vs. Dominican College.
Herbert H. Lehman College- 3 pm, 718/960-8101; Free.
Men's Volleyball, Hunter College/CUNY vs. NYU. Hunter

Mar. 25

Mar. 26

Mar. 27

Mar. 24
Mar. 25
Mar. 26

Center@ 2:00 PM. $18/$16/$14.
Conservatory Wind Ensemble, Annual Family Concert
presents music for children and their parents. Brooklyn
College - Whitman Hall@ 2:00 PM. $5.
''White Lies: The Missing Discourse of Male Sexual
Accountability," with speaker Michelle Fine. Graduate
School and University Center@ 6:30 PM. Call 212-6422247 for location. Free.
Food Stamps, Medicaid and Other Entitlement Programs.
Bronx Community College - Gould Student Center@12:20
PM. Free.
Jamal Joseph and the Vibe Tribe, will perform. Brooklyn
College - Aaron Davis Hall@ 10:30 AM. $3.
Eastern European Working Group Series reports on
Individual Projects (Fullbright Summer Project 1993).
College ofStaten Island - Campus Center@4:30 PM.Free.
City College's Bachelor of Fine Arts Sophmore Project
Performance. The City College - Aaron Davis Hall. Call
212-650-7100 for performance times. Free.
Hunter College Spring Dance Concert, students and
choreographer-in-residence, David Dorfman, show dance
pieces.Hunter College - Sylvia and Danny Kaye. Playhouse
@ 8:00 PM. $8/$5.
Women's History Month Luncheon. Bronx Community
College - Gould Memorial library Rotunda @ 12:00 noon.
$20.
Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble. The City College - Aaron
Davis Hall@ 2:00 PM & 8:00 PM. Call 212-650-7100 for
ticket information.
Discovering and Enhancing Your Self-Esteem. Bronx
Community College - Gould Student Center@ 2:30 PM.
Free.
Women's History Month. Special program on Women's
Health Issues, celebrating the School ofNursing's 25th
anniversary. Programs will tocus on Breast Cancer, AIDS,
Eating Disorders and Depression. The City College @ 2:00
PM. Call 212-650-7818 for location. Free.
Parent Training Institute Graduation Ceremony. Medgar
Evers College - Shabazz lounge and Auditorium@7:00 PM.
Free.
Joan Miller's Dance Players, celebrate Women's History
Month, featuring salutes to Dyane Harvey, in recognition
of her long-time contributions as faculty, guest artist and
feature performer with the company. Lehman College Lovinger Theatre@ 12:00 noon. Free.
Afro-Cuban and Puerto Rican Music-Sounds ofBrooklyn.
Brooklyn College - Gershwin Theatre@ 8:00 PM. $10.
"Puerto Rican and Cuban Music" -Sounds of Brooklyn. A
pre-concert workshop held at 6:30 PM and Puerto Rican
and Cuban drumming concert to follow at8:00 PM.Brooklyn
College - Levenson Hall (workshop) and Gershwin Hall
(concert). Concert tickets - $10/$7; workshop is free.
Manchester Chamber Players, works by Chopin, Debussy
and Rachmaninoff. Lehman College - Lovinger Theatre@
2:00 PM. Free.
College - Sportsplex, 6 pm, 212/772-4631; Free.
Men'sVolleyball,Hunter College/CUNYvs.QueensCollege/
CUNY. Hunter College - Sportsplex, 6:30 pm, 212/7724631; Free.
Women's Softball, Lehman College/CUNY vs. Kings
College. Herbert H. Lehman College - 3:30 pm, 718/9608102; Free.
Men's Varsity Tennis, The City College/CUNY vs.
Manhattanville College. The City College - Marshak
Building, 1 pm, 212/650-8228; Free.
Baseball, Bronx Community College/CUNY vs.
Kingsborough Community College/CUNY (2X). Bronx
Community College - Ohio Field, 12 noon, 718/2206020; Free.
Men's Varsity LaCrosse, The City College /CUNY vs.
Hudson Valley LaCrosse League Match with Stevens. The

Courtesy.of The Office of Univ.ersity Relations
City University of New York

Attention Studernt Club Officers!
All day, evening, and graduate stadent
organizations will be lielocating to the new
Student Center to be housed 01:1 floors 14 &
15 of 360 PAS starting Fall 1994. If your club
desires office space ir:1 the new Student
Activities Center yo.u must file a cornpl.eted
application NO LATER THAN APRIL 14, 1994.
Application forms can be picked up, and
returned_ to the Office of- Student Life, 137
East 22nd Street,· room 104� or the Office of
Evening & Graduate Student Services, 46
East 26th Street, room 525. Check your club
mailbox for more detans o·r call 387-1170
(daytime) or 447-3131 (nighttime) with any· - · questions.

j

